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This document is a compilation of all public testimony submitted to the Commission on Water Resource Management (Commission) on the Petitions to Amend the Interim Instream Flow Standards for the Surface Water Hydrologic Units of Honopou (6034), Hanehoi (6037), Piinaau (6053), Waiokamilo (6055), and Wailuanui (6056), East Maui.

All comments contained herein were received after the June 10, 2008 deadline for comments on the Instream Flow Standards Assessment Reports for the aforementioned surface water hydrologic units. Comments were received up until 4:30 p.m. on September 23, 2008.
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August 28, 2008

State of Hawaii  
Department of Land and Natural Resources  
Commission on Water Resource Management  
P.O. Box 621  
Honolulu, Hawaii

Re: Stream Protection and Management – East Maui Interim Instream Flow Standards

Chair Thielen and Members of the Commission,

My name is Craig Rasmussen, owner proprietor of Paradise Flower Farms and a member of the Hawaii Farm Bureau. Hawaii Farm Bureau Federation on behalf of its farm and ranch families and organizations expresses concern about the process to determine instream flow standards in East Maui. HFBF has filed a motion to the Board of Land and Natural Resources expressing its concern on August 22, 2008.

Many of our members farm and ranch on lands that depend on water from East Maui. I happen to be one of them. Our farm in the Kula Ag Park receives water that is delivered using the EMI ditch system and finally pumped to the Ag Park in Pulehu and ultimately to our farm by the County. Our greenhouses in Kula depends on water from the Upper Kula line, with its source in East Maui. Farming is a high risk operation with many unknowns...weather, prices, markets...and water in recent years has been a major risk factor. To date, small farmers and ranchers have been exempted from water restrictions by the County but we are very sensitive to rainfall trends in the watershed. We know if there is no rain, there will be no water.

There is a proposal before this body to consider establishment of instream flows for five specific streams without considering the entire system. We are very concerned about this process. Establishment of instream flow standards can be viewed as similar to making major business decisions on the farm. Every decision is made considering all ramifications and not done in isolation. In the same way, I do not understand how decisions on specific streams can be made without understanding what occurs within the entire watershed. The USDA NRCS and SWCD who we work with in water source development projects as well as soil and water conservation issues always refer to watershed-wide planning. Unlike the past where small areas were considered, recent projects encourage considering the entire watershed in decision making. How is this different from establishment of instream flow standards? Every stream should be considered part of a bigger ecosystem and within the ecosystem there are many users whether they be fish or us as farmers.

The implications of these flow standards are important and it is important that the commission understand all of the implications. Maui’s agriculture is having a very hard time. Uncertainties such as whether we will have water to continue farming does not encourage investments. Without investments, farms—and the farming industry—will die.

We respectfully request the Commission to take into consideration the best and most current information about the users of the water, those reliant on the water—in addition to information about the streams—in making any recommendation. Recommendations and decisions done in isolation ultimately result in a “we should have” effect...and it will be too late.
Aloha,

Im not of hawaiian blood but I am human and I do own ag land in the peahi area of maui, I grow a variety of crops with our water that we are able to catch from our roofs, when it rains of course. I have spent the past few years studying sustainable agriculture in the tropics, with an emphasis on hawaiian traditional methods. The land I live and grow on once had abundant taro patches in the past, now left to disappear into the jungle because of a complete lack of fresh water flows thru the stream on our property. The stream should be running all the time but now it only runs during the heaviest of rains a few times a year, the empty steam is in sad shape. To me it seems that what is happening to the water flow is a assault on the most basic of humans right and an assault on the environment. I understand the need for water all over the island, but there is need and there is GREED, and it seems the EMI is operating with greed. All Im trying to say is that a balance needs to be reached between need and greed. I would love to reinvigorate the sustainable agriculture practices that once flourished on this land, I would love to be able to grow taro, I would love to see a little mana back in the stream that now is nothing more than a stagnant mosquito resort.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Predpelski
My entire family and I support the return of all water to streams for immediate and much needed use by mahi'ai kalo and other farmers.

Regards,
Daniel anthony and Ohana

Aloha

www.SolomonEnosGallery.com
www.HawaiianArtPlaza.com

Sent from my iPhone
TESTIMONY OF EDWARD WENDT

Aloha and thank you for this opportunity to testify. My name is Ed Wendt, and I am a lineal descendant of the ahupuaʻa of Wailuanui and a member of Na Moku Aupuni o Koʻolau Hui. I am a traditional taro farmer and gatherer. I live and farm on ancestral lands. Our family has been farming taro and gathering since time immemorial here in the Koʻolau of East Maui.

The water diversions have had a great impact on the farmers and communities of East Maui, for every stream diverted impacts our native Hawaiian rights that are protected in the constitution and the public trust. Our communities have gone without their resources for years. It impacts our riparian rights, traditional and customary gathering practices, access to scenic and recreation areas, even the rights to access Crown lands.

The taro industry in Hawaiʻi has greatly declined, and this has been caused by lack of water, disease and apple snails. This has put great hardship on people's way of life for generations. It has denied our communities the ability to sustain their traditional ways of taro farming.

The state of Hawaiʻi has demonstrated its lack of leadership by not by not protecting Crown lands and constitutional rights. As a lineal descendant and beneficiary of Na Moku of the Koʻolau of East Maui, the ahupuaʻa of Wailuanui, we want to manage our own resources. We are the true stewards of the `aina.

Release our water and uphold our constitutional rights. Aloha.

ed.wendt@hawaiiantel.net
H.C. 1, Box 92
Haiku, Hawaiʻi 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

Enough. Stop stealing water.

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Rosemary Alles
PO Box 1430
Kamuela HI 96743
Kameula, HI 96743
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Sandra Herndon
4433 Panihi Rd
Kapaa, HI 96746
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Zhenya Delate  
PO box 2362  
Kealakekua, HI 96750
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Joan Levy  
POB 160  
Kapaa, HI 96746
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Robert Wagner
3100 Sweetwater Rd
Apt. 3112
Lawrenceville, GA 300442486
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

jamie oshiro
1801 b 10th ave
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Alison Hartle  
2646 Pamo Road  
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

David Atias  
275A Olani Place  
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

David Fleischer
8911 creekwood lane
maineville, OH 45039
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kanoe Cazimero
68-3704 Kauhiwai St
Honolulu, HI 96817
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lahela Parker-Bailey
1053 Ainalako Road
Hilo, HI 96720
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Andrea brower
5155 papaa road
Anahola, HI 96703
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Zachary Klaja  
3230 Eastlake Ave E #204  
Seattle, WA 98102
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai'i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Graceson Ghen  
PO BOX 61342  
Honolulu, HI 96839
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Andrea Jepson
1111 Koohoo Place
Kailua, HI 96734
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Maya Moiseyev  
2302 Columbia Street  
Palo Alto, CA 94306
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Susan James
PO Box 642
Honokaa, HI 96727
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Leimomi Matunding
PO Box 20726
Juneau, AK 99801

907-723-2708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ʻea o ka ʻaina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* **Priority:** Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Richard powers
PO Box 244
Naalehu, HI 96772
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Sheila Cyboron
814 Kainui Place
Kailua, HI 96734
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Pumehana Miriam paisner  
3250 O’neal Cir #24-H  
Boulder, CO 80301  

303 447 9772 (c)
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

jennifer jensen
1436 w. Kuiaha RD.
HAtiku, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
It would appear the State of Hawai?i should intervene, unless their goal is to protect big corporations from the public. Will the government support big business the way the feds provided amnesty for the telecommunication corporations, or will they choose to side with the voters? Will they serve the state Constitution, or will they shaft the people? Do they have a conscience, or are they in a corporate pocket? This could become just like the water wars of the old west.

Dave Kisor  
3993 Iowa Ave.  
611  
Riverside, CA 92507
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

Aloha. My name is Malia Nobrega and I'm from the island of Kaua'i.  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Malia Nobriga  
2847 Waialae Ave #509  
Honolulu, HI 96826
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono. The time is NOW!

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Sharon Torbert
68-1936 Lina Poepoe St
Waikoloa, HI 96738
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

As Members of the Commission, you hold the great responsibility of ensuring equal consideration and just distribution of our sacred waters. Yours is the responsibility of "Pono" for all. The world is changing and Hawaii’s climate is suffering. We cannot continue to wade through the legal mire until our resources reach the point where our watersheds can no longer be restored. Please look with open eyes and open heart to do what is right and just.

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

  * EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

  * Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaiian constitution.

  * Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

  * Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

  * Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.
Bernice K Bishop-Kanoa
Enchanted Lake Drive
Kailua, HI 96734
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Joseph Joseph Bateman
1085 2nd Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Greg Schneider
540 Edgar RD
Westfield, NJ 7090
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

kelly prince
2395 s. kihei #202
kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ilana Waxman
3035 Kiele Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96815
285-8699
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui. I hope deep down inside of you folks, that you see the problem here. I’d like my son, who is 11 months, to grow and and be able to eat fresh poi. And if you guys have kids too, I hope you have the same feeling.

So, on behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Samuel Kapoi
85-511 Waianae Valley Road
Waianae, HI 96792
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

ROSEMARY McCUNE
8442 OAK AVENUE
FORESTVILLE, CA 95436
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Neil Ordinario  
3158 Mt Oso Dr  
San Jose, CA 95148
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lori Lamb
W. Riverside Dr., Burbank, CA
Burbank, CA 91506
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

CarolLee Averill
538 Pohai St
Kahului, HI 96732
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management 

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono. 

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Chris Perritt  
78-7005 Ola Kino St  
Ola Kino St  
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members,  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Adam T Kahualaulani Mick  
1132 Ilikala Pl  
Kailua, HI 96734-1854
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

jesse soto
7141n 23lane
phoneix , AZ 850021
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Patricia Blair  
522 Uluhala St.  
Kailua, HI 967344410
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* **Priority:** Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai’i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

annalia Russell
P.O. Box 1670
Kapa'a, HI 96746
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Heidi Byron  
1 Kulanapiap Dr.  
hilo, HI 96721
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Gigi Miranda  
P.O. Box 30142  
Honolulu, HI 96820-0142
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

greg moser
1355 mainsail drive #1515
naples, FL 34114
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Edward Gomes  
1008 Lunaai Place, Kailua, HI 96734  
Kailua, HI 96734
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jon Schmitz
1714 Anapuni St Apt 401
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Lauryn Galindo  
po box 982  
hanalei, HI 96714
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

THANK YOU.

Lisa Marshall
15023 Rain Shadow Court
Houston, TX 77070
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Dixie van der Kamp
HC 01 Box 959
Kaunakakai, Molokai
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jennifer Homcy
66-219 C Kamehameha Hwy
Haleiwa, HI 96712
To: Members Commission on Water ResourcesMa
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams.

As one who has lived along Ho'olawa Stream and as a regular camp visitor at Keanae, I have felt for too long, water needed there is being diverted unnecessarily to support money-losing crop strategies in central Maui.

On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Forest Shomer
PO Box 639
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Linda M. Karr
P.O.Box 6638
POBox 6638
Hilo, HI 96720
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Robert Mitnick
PO Box 416
Haiku, Maui, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Leilani Mookini
118 N. SANTA ANITA STREET
San Gabriel, CA 91775
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Roz Rapozo
PO Box 61449
Honolulu, HI 96839
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Cindy A. Lance
2711 Anuenue St.
Cindy
Honolulu, HI 96822
808-988-4408
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Michael Howells
3253 Pinao St.
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests. 

Kawika Au  
66-939 Kamakahala St.  
Waialua, HI 96791  
808-637-1261
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Adele Henkel
POB 4344
Kailua Kona, HI 96745
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing to voice my support for the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of these severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, PLEASE work to restore the water to East Maui Koolau.

The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Natalie Burdick  
2433 28th St  
Unit A  
Santa Monica, CA 90405
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Garid Faria
2605 La'au St.#101
2605 La'au St., Apt 101
Honolulu, HI 96826
979-4999
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

sean reilly  
P.O. box 22393  
Honolulu, Hi 96823  
honolulu, HI 96814
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kerry Beck
3565 Ross Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

tina horowitz
4701 pine street m8
philadelphia, PA 19143
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members,  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

William Ware Jr.  
900 Laprairie Street  
Apt. 107  
Ferndale, MI 48220  
313-241-9061
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Stephen Donnelly
6 Pinebrook Drive
Easthampton, MA 1027
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
Local farmers treat the land better, they must be supported. The water is for the taro.

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Cristian Ellauri  
184 North King St.  
honolulu, HI 96817
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Shannon renee Rudolph  
P.O. Box 243  
P.O. 243  
Holualoa, HI 96725  
808-322-6604
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ruth Ruta
2609 Ala Wai Blvd. #303
Honolulu, HI 96815
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Joseph Nu'uanu, S.M.
22683 Alcalde Road
Cupertino, CA 95014
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
As a Board member of 'Ahahui Malama i ka Lokahi, I am part of a successful project to restore taro farming in Kailua at Kawainui Marsh. This wonderful traditional food source is of great value. I have worked on a taro farm in East Maui. For decades Maui taro farmers and families of East Maui have suffered from insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. This is a legal issue as well as a moral one, and also makes common sense.  

Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Waimea Williams  
45-539 Pahia Road  
Kaneohe, HI 96744
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Rich Figel  
801 Kainui Drive  
Kailua, HI 96734
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

maxine Andrade-Kahaulelio
p.o.bx. 6185
kamuela , HI 96743
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mina Dods
Hoowalea
Ewa Beach, HI 96706
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Angela Kay Kepler
PO Box 1298
Haiku, HI 96708
(808) 573-5847
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

amy cutler  
P.O.Box 11384  
Hilo, HI 96721
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

John N Milne  
2424 Maile Way  
445 Saunders Hall  
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Tristen Wanke
P.O. Box # 2
makawao, HI 96768
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Miguel Godinez  
P.O. 508  
Hanalei, HI 96714
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* **Priority:** Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Fern Anuenue Holland
4664B Apopo Rd
Kapa‘a, Kauai, HI 96746
8088230619
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

nancy ravelo
life coach
P.O. Box 121
Kualapuu, HI 96757
808-489-3181
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Shannan Chan
3375 Koapaka St
Honolulu, HI 96819
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Skye Loe  
xxx  
Kihe‘i, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kristie Nakasato
PO Box 124
Kurtistown, HI 96760

348-0346
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Diana Bethel  
1441 Victoria St  
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

mary Baker  
P.O. Box 644  
Waimanalo, HI 96795
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Carolyn Moore
5402 E. McKellips Rd., #289
Mesa, AZ 85215
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Leiana Lobre
1204 Elizabeth Street
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

B.A. McClintock
Disabled-email only
Honolulu, HI 96825
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mary Baker
P.O. Box 644
Waimanalo, HI 96795
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

anita wintner
6689 Makena Rd
kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

All this Earth's waters are sacred, let us never forget this.

Alan Alfredo Gormezano
P.O. Box 625
Kealakekua, HI 96750
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

U'ilani Nakagawa
2985 Ohi Ohi Street
Lihue, HI 96766
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting in Haiku, Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Dona van Bloemen
1117 3rd. Street
Apt. 5
Santa Monica, CA 90403
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Bobbi Aqua
29 Harborview Dr
Sag Harbor, NY 11963
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Leanna Worrell  
61 Awalau rd  
Haiku, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Michael Moore
2752 Ohina St
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Riki pestana
221 Baldwin ave
221 baldwin ave
Paia, HI 96779
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Joe Santagata
938 S. Kihei Rd. #301
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

natalie young  
p0 box 32  
55-448 Hoea Rd  
Hawi, HI 96719
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lauri Peacock
718 N. Burk
Hobbs, NM 88240
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Dan Taulapapa McMullin  
Kings View  
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ʻea o ka ʻaina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaiʻi Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

instructor/supervisor Pualani Evangeline Kauila
instructor/supervisor
PMB 2508, 575 Cooke Street
Suite103A
Honolulu, HI 96813

945-1404
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

Aloha Commission on Water Resources Management Members,

On behalf of my grandparents, Solomon and Cecilia Kaauamo whose voices no longer resonate in Wailuanui Valley I am compelled to write this letter on their behalf, their descendants who live now and their pulapula still yet unborn. My family has been farming kalo in East Maui since time immemorial. I beseech you to do the right thing and restore the water to East Maui so this tradition can live on.

In days of old, a man’s worth was measured by the amount of fresh water he had access to. How can an organization representing a democratic form of government rob a man of his wealth?

I beseech you to "look to the source" and return the water and streams to their rightful path to make pono the land and increase its wealth.

Ke Kula  
5170 Kaunaloa Rd.  
P. O. Box 651  
Hanapepe, HI 96752
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kalai Gamundoy
1224 a wilhelmina rise
honolulu , HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaiʻi Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ann Egleston
date Street
Honolulu, HI 96839
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ru Carley
PO Box 133
Honaunau, HI 96726
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Maggie Costigan
894 Hog Bck Rd Haiku
Paia, HI 96779
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Bobbi Lempert
80 Wildflower Lane
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Nathan Nakasone  
98-1666 Ho'omaike St  
Pearl City, HI 96782
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mary Detrick  
8115 37th Avenue North  
St. Petersburg, FL 33710
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Makana Swalinkavich
758 Kapahulu Avenue A 406
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

I am in support of releasing the wai back to its natural course allowing life to be perpetuated in each special area.

It is not just about water. The wai is a life force, to divert its natural flow is to kill. This is the real issue. To do something as bold as that is an act of war. YES, WAR! If I went to your house everyday and sabotaged your cars so you could not get to work, if I turned off you electricity so you could not do the things you normally do to live, if I took all the food out of your fridge so you could not eat. Wouldn't you consider that an act worth fighting against. How can you take water, the second most immediate thing we need to survive, the first being air. How can you justify this for money. How can you sleep at night. You may dismiss this letter cause it is not about money and that would be where we misunderstand eachother. The path of the wai carries with it the mo?olelo and culture of this special place called Hawai?i. More and more I see the Po?e haole changing this place to look more like their place, so that they will be comfortable to be here. If this is the plan then why even call this place Hawai?i, call it mainland 2 or something. Since the word Hawai?i has cultural connection and you are just ripping that apart with no care for it. You are driven by money and you will do what you have to, to make more and more money. Even sell your own mother, that is how you conduct business, with no moral code or rule, other than the gain of monitary luxuries. Even though you feel like a big fish with your corporation and dollars you are actually a small fish swimming up stream against a current that will not stop. Hawai?i (maui being a part of the whole) will not lose its spiritual and cultural connection, this you can bet on. You the big corporation stand in the wrong and no matter how much light you put into your place of darkness it is still clear to us, "the PONO" that you will be brought out to show your true colors, and all will be held accountable. In life you are either on one side or the other no middle ground. No place to hide, your faces will be known and your ancestors if they have not already will turn their backs on you, because of your un pono actions. You will be infamous and put out in the sunlight for all to see.

Put back what you have stolen, and ask for forgiveness, pray for it as well. The world is changing and your kind (the takers) will be welcomed no longer. This is one letter but do not be mistaken for I am not alone in this thought. We Hawaiians of like mind have been idle too long and action is now in order. This is not a threat or even a warning, it is a notice for you. Courtesy of those you make war with. Everyone will be held accountable for their actions, so check your souls, ask your kupuna. Money cannot replace your breath. I am not even from maui, my ancestors come from Kaua?i but what you are doing will
unite the whole of us. This is your notice, put the waters back where they belong. Kalai Gamundoy

Kalai Gamundoy
1224 a wilhelmina rise
honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members,
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jo Greenwald
144 Kakahiaka St
Kailua, HI 967343459
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Tony Abraham  
47-734 Hui Kelu Street  
#4  
Kaneohe, HI 96744
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Eileen McKee
160 Keonekai Rd
9-102
Kihei, HI 96753

(808) 298-1886
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Earlene Cuelho Alexiou
5330 Ethrington Way
Soquel, CA 95073
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Scott Jarvis
PO Box 1664
Hanalei, HI 96714
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Regina Gregory
1704 Anapuni St.
Honolulu, HI 96822

941-4188
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

suzanne garrett
2023 lime st. #J
honolulu, HI 96826
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

La Homa simmonds
1915 Marshall St
boone, IA 50036
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Donna Lee Cussac  
211 Hannah Rd NW  
Cleveland, TN 37311  
215-939-2219
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

David Strauch
2721-C Anuenue Street
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

dinda Evans  
POB 178695  
San Diego, CA 92177
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams, along with the rest of the island. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Frances Pitzer  
14 Hakoi Hema Place  
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Brown Kevin  
HC1 Box 628  
Kaunakakai, HI 96748
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono. It's so sad to drive to Hana now and see the dead streams and know that all the creatures that used to live in the streams and fed the land, that they're gone, too.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai'i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

rike weiss  
p.o. 37346  
HONOLULU, HI 96837
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jacqueline Remington
41-249 Kaai'ai Street
Waimanalo, HI 96795
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Amy Wiecking
P.O. Box 4526
Kaneohe, HI 96744
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Eric Brandt
4211 Waialae Ave. Ste. 8090
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Shanna Blumenfeld
41-038 Hihimanu St
Waimanalo, HI 96795
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To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

April Esterly
5048 Brywill Circle
Sarasota, FL 34234
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Tara Cornelisse
2071 huckleberry rd.
San Rafael, CA 94903
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from the mountain to the sea, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship, and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced.

We must protect and pass Hawaiian culture to next generation.
Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mayumi Marks
3109 Mapu Pl Kihei
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Tane .
1107 Acacia Road #113
Pearl City, HI 96782-2581
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Katy Fogg
3737 Central Street SE
Olympia, WA 98501
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
My wife and I were appalled to learn of the staggering amounts of water being diverted from the streambeds of East Maui and the traditional uses there, for the profit of large corporate interests.

We thought the Waiahole Ditch decision by the State Supreme Court had put an end to this kind of abuse, requiring protection of the environment and of the rights of smaller users.

Now we learn that not only aren't the principles enunciated in that decision being followed, but the law requiring CWRM to respond within 180 days to a petition for relief has been totally disregarded for seven years!

This is shameful, and we urge you to make up for this lapse by moving with all haste to require return of the water to its natural streambeds in perpetually ample amounts and to give priority to the steam and riparian wildlife and the local families that depend on it.

John Broussard
59-148 Olomana Rd.
Kamuela, HI 96743
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Louise Ann Miller
25797 Covala Court
Valencia, CA 91355
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

Aloha. I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust.

Benton Pang
3204 Carlos Long Street
Honolulu, HI 916816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lauren Pomerantz
400A Auhana Rd.
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Malia Evans
PO Box 367
Haleiwa, HI 96712
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ronald Fujiyoshi
1196 W. Kawaihui St.
Hilo, HI 96720
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Amiee Tomasello
15621 Las Lomas Rd.
El Cajon, CA 92021
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Barbara Best
280 Hauoli
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Odette Rickert
PO Box 12
Hilo, HI 96721-0012
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mele (kapa)
85-934 Lihue St B319
Waianae, HI 96792
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Todd Dacey
PO Box 2595
Kealakekua, HI 96750
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

kimo stowell
nu'uanu ave
Honolulu, HI 96792
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jeffrey Lagrimas
66 Amaulu Rd. #4
PMD 432, 200 Kaneolaehua Ave.
Hilo, HI 96720
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jack bennett  
1717 Mott-Smith Dr. Apt. 1404  
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Michaella Mintcheff  
4584 Laukona Street  
Lihue, HI 96766
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

joy perfetti  
po box 682  
haiku, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Katie Winchell
16942 Lynn St., Unit E
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mark Alapaki Luke
2645 Dole St.
103A
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Sara McCay
62-2219 Ouli Street
Kamuela, HI 96743
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Patto Reppun  
P O Box 1310  
Pahoa, HI 96778
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono. 

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now. 

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen. 

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution. 

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected. 

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI. 

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter. 

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests. 

Jake Jacobs  
73-1165 Ahulani St  
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Della Oliver
65-36 99th St.
Rego Park, NY 11374
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaii Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Elisabeth Alfstad
Donskitoppen 16R
1346
Baerum, ot 1346
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Nicole Makahanaloa  
P.O. Box 943  
Naalehu, HI 96772
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

frank l. escalante
1070 lark st.
jacksonville, FL 32205

904-710-1582
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Valerie Loh  
2552 peter street  
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaii Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Julia L Widdop
2915 Orchard H26
Grand Junction, CO 81504
877-290-4043
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma?

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

La'ela'e Sundberg
PO Box 414
Kailua, HI 96734
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Janet Smith  
P O Box 1361  
5309 NE 76th Street  
vancouver, WA 98666
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I support taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. For severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore water to East Maui Koolau. Legal rights designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii MUST be fully and properly enforced.

Ua mau ke 'ea o ka 'aina i ka pono.

At September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

+ ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. Law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of filing of petition to amend interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. Commission must act NOW.

+ EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

+ Place burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under Hawai'i's constitution.

+ Restore this resource for continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under Hawai'i's Constitution and public trust. This is vital to assuring that cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

+ Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

+ Uphold law and do NOT cater to political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for unique and fragile resources of East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct many many many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water.

Upholding the state constitution MUST take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Justice! Now!

Den Mark Wichar
711 W 25 St
Vancouver, WA 98660
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ramona Fernandez
3662 Shearwater Lane
East Lansing, MI 48823
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Janet Codispoti
RR-3 Box 1354
Pahoa, HI 96778
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kitty Kim
163 Eldridge ST. 4a
New York, NY 10002
646-415-1964
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Maui

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Robin Farrin
988 crooked road
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:


* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai’i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Gregg Haines
2955 Kailiili Rd.
Haiku, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

kalani Kalima
401 Waiakamilo Rd
Honolulu, HI 96817
808 832 3495
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

jackie pualani Raines  
1111 berkeley ct  
Ontario, CA 91762
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Nina Puhipau
67-427 Kekauwa Street
Waialua, HI 96791
Hello,

First, I apologize and regret not being able to attend your gathering this coming Wednesday. That being said, I would like to put forth my opinion that the diversion of Maui's Waters as it now is, is neither legal, ethical, nor moral. However, I will leave that discussion to those who know more about such issues. I would just like to ask that the issue of what is best concerning the physical, mental, and spiritual health of the community of Maui, the State of Hawai'i, and perhaps of the world is considered.

Being a licenced acupuncturist and herbalist practicing on Maui, I am somewhat aware of these issues. The negative effects spraying and cane and PVC burn has on our island, planet and health notwithstanding, sugar is just not the best thing to put into our bodies. In my experience and research, ingestion of sugar can contribute to, if not be the primary cause of syndromes and symptoms such as ADD, hyperactivity, manic depression, chronic fatigue, diabetes, obesity, all sorts of inflammations, a variety of skin conditions, and a lowered immune system just to name a few. Dramatic changes in health can be experienced by addition or elimination of sugar to the diet.

Asian relatives to Kalo play an important role in their medicines. They are very nourishing and tonifying to one's core health while also clearing toxicities. While I have no expertise on Native healing practices, it doesn't take much research to find that Hawai'ian Kalo also has many healing properties. I suspect that these would be equal to if not exceeding those of their Asian cousins. I have had the good fortune to spend some time in the lo'i, That exposure has left an unexpected and lasting impression on me. If I had to list my impression of the properties of Kalo, it would be something like: nourishes the heart, strengthens the core, and connects one to the land.

Please take the time to compare the spirit of Kalo to that of sugar. One nourishes on a deep level, and the other gives a short flash of perhaps frenetic energy, and then leaves you with less than which you began. Which would you give a child sugar so that he/she can responsibly and calmly take care of his/her kuleana? Which would you rather be a staple of your child's diet? Under which influence do you think that one makes better or worse decisions? It seems to me that cultivation and care of of one is driven by and engenders love and respect, the other by lust for money and perhaps fear of lack. Which do we want to contribute to our society?

Perhaps sugar is better for the volume of the economy and employment. I do not know, I haven't looked at any numbers. Even if it were... Is this how we want to direct Hawai'i's resources? War is also good for the volume of the economy. But is that what we want to drive our decisions? So are violent and mindless video games. Is that how we...
want to influence our children?

The question at hand goes beyond legalities, or at least I think that it should. What are we gaining? What are we sacrificing? It seems that one alternative has a lot of flash with little substance, the other brings a lot of substance with little flash. In which direction do we want our society, our consciousness, our children to go?

Thank you so much for your time and consideration,

Peter K. Murakami, L.Ac.
Hana, HI
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Suzanne Villeneuve
563 Kaupakalua rd
Haiku, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Valerie Muroki
1001 Tolman Creek Rd.
Ashland, OR 97520
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Mana

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Anna Reycraft
12000 North Bayshore Drive
North Miami, FL 33181
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Roxanne Kapoi
88-1572 Ala Pakaua St.
Captain Cook, HI 96704
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have
suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the
severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna,
from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal
rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian
customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must
be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so
that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires
the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an
interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The
Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century
without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and
traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it
diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with
superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence
gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and
customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust.
This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They
need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic
arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East
Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of
catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water.
Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate
self-interests.

Daphne Gray
67-5165 Kamamalu Rd
Kamuela, HI 96743
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

WE are at a genocidal crisis: eco-genocide, cultural genocide, traditional and heritage genocide, a Native Hawaiian people survival at the grips of the colonizers genocidal tactics. We now face another kind of "disease by the colonizer": for the larger corporation, control of the water, "the water of life." Without the wai, there is no life...no more Native Hawaiians, no more Chinee, Japanese, Filipino, Portagee, and Haaole...no more human race...deliberate and purposeful...straight up...intent to terminate, eradicate, and applied genocide to our culture.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.
Fran Palama
4956 Kahala Ave.
4956 Kahala Ave
Honolulu, HI 96816

732-5627
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

aggelige spanos
73-1069 Ahikawa
san clemente, CA 92672
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Aloha,
Mary Baker
P.O. Box 644
Waimanalo, Hi 96795
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Nancy Dein
1710 Halama
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

laura pyle
412 waipoli rd.
kula, HI 96790
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

leilea satori
po box 1200
honoka'a, HI 96727
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Richard Oleson
2833 Henry Street
Honolulu, HI 96817
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kapa Oliveira
2450 Maile Way
Spalding 355
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Subject: Restore Water to East Maui! Testimony for hearing on 9-24-08. Haiku, Maui

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Puanani Rogers  
4702 Mailihuna Rd.  
Kapaa, HI 96746  
821-2267
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Maha Conyers
1570 Kekaulike Ave.
Makawao, HI 96768
To: Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono. As we are seeing all over our country and the world the interests of big money and business need to be put in their rightful place. Please act now and do what is right.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Geoffrey Last
13-1267 Malama Street
Pahoa, HI 96778
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mary Martin  
3230 A Lower Road  
3230 A Lower Road, Honolulu HI 96822  
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Debbie Suda
544 Mililani Pl.
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

daniel greider
1747 billview dr
lancaster, PA 17601
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am requesting that the water to East Maui Koolau is restored to its rightful and appropriate path. The legal rights for waterflow to this area must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please protect the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Valerie Y.O. Kim
P.O.Box 308
Honokaa, HI 96727
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
Aloha.

Although this water diverting happening around the world, our own back yard is the best place to fight for the water rights for farmers. If the big businesses want to set up shop where there’s limited water?.let them build the fluid-separation/wastewater treatment plants to support their projects and the surrounding communities instead of ripping off the natural water supply from the farmers. Maui may be a small Island in the middle of the great Pacific Ocean but these ripples of action can be felt on shores around the world. Orange County, California is on track with a wastewater plant?the leadership there sees the writing on the wall. Let?s support the Taro farmers and keep this place as a natural jewel for the rest of the world to emulate. Please support the farmers. Please support us Islanders.
Sincerely
Lisa Anderson
Paauilo, Hawaii

Lisa Anderson
Po Box 367
Paauilo, HI 96776
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

tom jackson
1124 s king st
.denver, CO 80219
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Scotlee mcdougall  
P.O. Box 2966  
Kamuela, HI 96743
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaii Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Bonnie Newman
3500 Kehala Drive
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Brenda Kwon
874 Dillingham Blvd.
Honolulu, HI 96817
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Julie Sutton
43 Kapia Rd.
Hana, HI 96713

808-268-9580
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members,  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai’i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Marcia Lee Timboy  
P.O. Box 10523  
Hilo, HI 96721
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* **Priority:** Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* **Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.**

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

John Rumbaugh
18825 n 34 st
Phoenix, AZ 85050
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Phyllis Frus
445 Seaside #1101
HONOLULU, HI 96815
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Laura Giubardo
261 Awalau Road
Haiku, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kaleialoha Hee Than Cotton
HCR 3 box 13058
Keaau, HI 96749
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Anne Provax
PO Box 553
Honaunau, HI 96726
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Raphiell Nolin
PO Box 1216
Puunene, HI 96784
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaii’i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Royelen Lee Lee Boykie
3601 Wisconsin Avenue #505
#505
Washington, DC 20016
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Maui
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* **Priority:** Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lynette Paglinawan
Ahuimanu Road
Kaneohe, HI 96744
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Andrew Kahalehoe Hina  
1290 Williams St.  
Denver, CO 80218  
303-831-6025
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Sari Powell
284 Keanae Rd
Keanae, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

hunter heaivilin
2756A Booth rd
honolulu, HI 96813
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Maui

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

A. Ku`ulei Snyder
3931 Pili Pl
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

noel al-khatib
po box 343
hilo, HI 96721
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai’i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Emil Wolfgramm
48-162 Waiahole Valley Road
Kane’ohe, HI 96744
To: Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Duane Browning
1720 Ala Moana Blvd #C-301
Honolulu, HI 96815
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
Hello!  

Hope your day is going well.  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Thank you.  

Sincerely,  
Carla Buscaglia
carla buscaglia
2623A Halelena Place
Honolulu, HI 96822
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Amber Rohner  
1125 Young Street, Apt. 901  
Honolulu, HI 96814
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Nadine K. Apo
1245 Race St. #106
Denver,, CO 80206
303 831-9452
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

isobel storch
1105 DeVictor Place
Pittsburgh, PA 15206-1704
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Cathy Robinson
774 Willow Springs Drive
Mobile, AL 36695
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

JoAnne Sutton  
1041 Hayes Avenue  
San Diego, CA 92103
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Cha Smith
4117 Black Point Road
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

stacy guthrie
PO Box 10554
lahaina, HI 96761
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Bethany Dengler-Germain
P.O. Box 4698
Hilo, HI 96720
(808) 895-3350
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Elaine Gima
200 Hina Av H6
Kahului, HI 96732
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Roy Moss
7000A Monument Drive
Grants Pass, OR 975268516
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

RIck Long
120 Manino Circle, #202
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

KaheaO'keale Miner
po box 1661
oak view, CA 93022
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Helen Kekahuna Aikau Apo Bissen
12722 Adams St
Garden Grove, CA 92845-2605
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management 
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

John Provax  
PO Box 553  
Honaunau, HI 96726
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Elle cochrans
553 Office Road
Lahaina, HI 96761
808-281-7709
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Maku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Sara Bartlett-Valente
59-618 Akanoho Pl.
Haleiwa, HI 96712
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. The water rights do not belong to businesses who steal inherited lands from Hawaiian people. It belongs to the families and heirs of the royal patent land holders handed down thru generations. The lands within the stream areas should be allowed to feed off the waters for their own consumption and sustainability. The Hawaiian people have been robbed blind by greedy corporations and developers. Let the illegal robbery stop. Hawaiian people should not be starving in the interest of any greedy business.

Signed: A caucasian Kamaiiana who thinks EMI is wrong in stealing water from Hawaiian farmers.

M Monsalve
Wailuku, HI

Moreira Monsalve
495 Liholiho Drive #101
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Dawn Miner
P O Box 673
Oak View, CA 93022
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `e a o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Shannon renee Rudolph
P.O. Box 243
P.O. 243
Holualoa, HI 96725
808-322-6604
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Maui

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Justin Young
3828 Pahoa ave
Honolulu, HI 96816
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Cornelia Skipton
1914 Gainsboro Rd
Rockville, MD 20851
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ʻea o ka ʻaina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Ipo Torio  
P.O. Box 734  
Anahola, HI 96703  

645-0945
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Janet Taylor  
P.O. Box 10602  
Hilo, HI 96721
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mary P. Daoust
190 Hauoli St #305
Wailuku, HI 96793
808 249-2393
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Marti Townsend  
Honolulu  
Honolulu, HI 96744
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Fred Dodge
86-024 Glenmonger St
Wai'anae, HI 96792
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

kalena miner
864 s.tico rd
ojai, CA 93023
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Timothy Johnston
825 Fell St., Apt. 1
San Francisco, CA 94117

787-765-2389
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

Aloha Let the waters flow!!!!!!! It is always depressing to see these streams dammed up. It is sad to see the water diverted. The water gets so Icky in places like Huelo when water gets diverted. It is a disgrace to see that some of the streams are dry by the time they reach the oceans. It is unhealthy. Let them flow you won't regret it. It is the natural and healthy choice. No more making unhealthy choices for money. We've gone down that money road and leads to unhealthy environments. It is natural to have places like Kihei dry. There should not be a huge amount of people in kihei. It was a bad idea. Can be fixed. Let the waters flow. Mahalo, love, love, Rachel

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

rachel kattlove
3804 ahonui pl
hanalei, HI 96714
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ʻea o ka ʻaina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

- Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

- EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

- Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

- Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaiʻi Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

- Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

- Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Tammy Frias
23 Olo Place
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Miles Ishii
1299 Ulunui Road, Apt. E-101
Kihei, HI 96753
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Todd Frias
23 Olo Place
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono. 

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen. 

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution. 

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected. 

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter. 

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Martha Diaz  
23 Olo Place  
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

David Diaz III
23 Olo Place
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Lola Martin  
512 Maoi P1  
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Carmen alohastevens@yahoo.com  
4999 Kahala Ave  
APT249  
Honolulu, HI 96816  
808-557-0721
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke 'ea o ka 'aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Robert Mitnick  
PO Box 416  
Haiku, Maui, HI 96708
To: Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to ensuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Shari Frias  
2097 Ihumai Pl  
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono. 

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following: 

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now. 

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen. 

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution. 

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected. 

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI. 

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter. 

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests. 

wayne cochran  
553 office rd.  
lahaina, HI 96761
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Chad Johnson
225a south alu rd.
wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Ma
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Adrea Pringle
2420 Vineyard Street
Wailuku, HI 96793
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
I am a resident of Hamakualoa, Maui.  
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams.  
I, too, live at the edge of a dry stream. For myself, I do not want to 'take' the water; on the contrary, I am wanting the water to flow because it is the catalyst that allows what makes East Maui thrive. Traditional farming supports the plants and animals that compliment all aspects of the riches this culture has to offer on many levels.  
Although I live in Hamakualoa, not Koolau, I know many of the problems of not having proper, healthy streamflow.  
One of these is the problem of invasive plant species; the native stream plants die from lack of water, and then the invasives that do not require so much water move in and take over.  
This is only one of the many misfortunes that on a larger scale turn into tragic result.  
Another effect is on the mental and physical wellbeing of Hawaii's youth, if they are not able to learn how to work with the land and streams, and to feel the goodness of this kind of responsibility and happiness.  
Please listen to the people of Koolau, East Maui.  
We ALL need them to be able to do their work with as much support of the proper environment as possible.  
Water, good cold, flowing Wai from Wau Akua...  
Dont deny this.  
On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau.  
The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii MUST BE FULLY AND PROPERLY ENFORCED.  
Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.  
At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  
* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  
* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  
* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence
gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lisa Kasprzycki
411 Haumana Rd.
Haiku, HI 96708
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

Please Do What Is Pono (Right)  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, PLEASE! restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.  

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:  

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.  

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.  

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.  

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.  

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.  

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.  

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.  

Catherine Ann Okimoto  
RR4 Box 2251  
14-869 Hapu'u Rd.  
Pahoa, HI 96778
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Debbie Burack  
350 E. 52nd St  
New York, NY 10022
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management
dear Members,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Janet Brown
4430 Canard Rd
Melbourne, FL 32934
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Atlanta Cook
Wheal Kitty Rural Workshops
St. Agnes Cornwall, ot TR5 ORD
To: Members Commission on Water Resources Management  

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

ken stec  
201 E. 25th Street  
new york, NY 10010
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Margaret L. Rydant
335 Church Street
Northborough, MA 15321229
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kathy-Lyn Allen
2702 High St.
Pueblo, CO 81003
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ʻ ea o ka ʻaina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Rose Zellers
1017 Walker Dr NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112
Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
1151 Punchbowl Street  
Room 227  
Honolulu, Hawai`i 96813  
dlnr.cwrm@hawaii.gov

Dear Sirs:

I urge the Commission on Water Resource Management (CWRM) to act now to return the natural flow to streams of East Maui in those areas where diversion has produced hardship for taro farmers, subsistence gatherers, and natural and endemic animal and plant habitats. The CWRM should not have to be reminded that its motto is that it shall be "the trustee who oversees the rightful sharing of water."

The law requires the CWRM to act within 180 days of the filing of a petition to restore stream flows. Na Moku Aupuni O Ko'olau Hui filed their petition 2,555 days ago. Why is the commission 2,375 days late? It's not because there have been no further requests or complaints on the part of Na Moku and other East Maui residents. It's not because the Commission is busily gathering new stream flow data, given that the interim report IFSAR 6034 (Honopou) released in 2008, presented stream-flow data from 1933 and 1946. It cannot be because the request for return of a small fraction of the total diverted water is too great (after all, we hear that EMI releases "excess" water to the ocean). It should not be because the needs of Pineapple growers in the desert of Kahului are more important than the needs of local Taro farmers who preceded them. The taro farmers chose the appropriate natural environment for the growth of their produce (one with abundant natural surface water), in contrast with the pineapple and sugarcane growers (who chose a place without water). Then, what is the reason for the 2,375-day delay? Is it because the State of Hawaii (and therefore, the Commission) is in bed with EMI because there is too much power and money involved? Although CWRM may consider the above conclusion to be insulting, it must realize that its lack of action points to that conclusion in the minds of many East Maui residents.
The current droughts in many parts of the world (e.g., Hawaii, Australia, Chile) point to the need to recalibrate annually the balance of water needs for domestic use, taro cultivation, other agriculture, and habitat for Hawaii’s native stream organisms. Investors worldwide are already recognizing that water is a resource of growing scarcity that has a high financial value. Water companies, like mining companies and petroleum companies, are consolidating to increase their power base. The state of Hawaii and the commissions which serve it will be remiss in their responsibility to the inhabitants of these islands, present and future, if they allow windfall profits by some from a resource which belongs to all of Hawaii’s residents.

Sincerely,

Marco T. Einaudi

cc: almurak@nhlchi.org
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Pono Kealoha
1107 Acacia Rd.#113
Pearlcity, HI 96782
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Amy Halas
75-6123 Lea Place
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Marcia Cooley
466 Luakaha St.
Hilo, HI 96720
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Bill Akiona
P.O. Box 404
P.O. Box 404
Makaha, HI 96792
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ingrid Tillman
HCR 2 Box 6954
151746 ParadiseDr.
Keaau, HI 96749
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Tara Cornelisse
2071 huckleberry rd.
San Rafael, CA 94903
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

The same thing is happening on the Kohala Mountain streams into North Kohala!!!!!

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismeagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Joe carvalho
POBox 776
Kapaaau, HI 96755
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Anita Mapumaikaealoha Arconado
942 Calle Carrillo
San Dimas, CA, CA 91773
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaii Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Charles Enomoto
914 Kahoku Place
Kihei, HI 96753
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

Although I live in Hilo, I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

As a non-Kanaka Maoli, Christian pastor, I believe that the water resources are a right for the host people in particular. The precious water resources should be reserved for the Kanaka Maoli who want to provide for their own
needs through the traditional means of growing their taro, etc.

Ronald Fujiyoshi
1196 W. Kawaihali St.
Hilo, HI 96720
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Luella Nohea Chang - Crutcher
P. O. Box 928
Pahoa, HI 96778
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

George Flores
2888 Ala Ilima # 1604
Honolulu, HI 96818
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, PLEASE RESTORE THE WATER TO EAST MAUI KO'OLAU. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Sonya Hao
135 Waimaluhia Lane #102
Wailuku, HI 96793
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Shannon Carrier
40 Mokuahi St.
Makawao, HI 96768
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Faith M. Willcox
47 Junction Rd.
Westport, ME 04578
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

Please help taro farmers take care of their kuleana. I also believe that by releasing the necessary water it will certainly help our Hawai'i be a more sustainable community giving the people that which is necessary for subsistence. Grant life to taro farmers, water is a sacred trust for all.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai'i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.
Kawewehi Pundyke
P.O. Box 880361
Pukalani, HI 96788
Members Commission on Water Resources Management,  
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

Talk of a sustainable Hawaii is appropriately heard everywhere today, both in the public and private sectors.

Responsible water use is the cornerstone of a sustainable future for these islands.

One immediate step in the right direction: On September 24th, the Water Commission must amend interim stream standards for East Maui. East Maui Irrigation cannot continue to utilize water at low prices and with no accounting for its use at the expense of the environment and the people of East Maui, especially kalo farmers and in defiance of the Constitution and other law.

The Water Commission was created in the late twentieth century to make tough allotment decisions involving multiple competing interests and complex and intertwined water needs based on law and the best available science. If some large landowners can continue to do business as if they reside in and preside over a nineteenth century version of Hawaii, the imperative of a sustainable Hawaii in the twenty-first century is doomed.

With aloha,
Beryl Blaich

Beryl Blaich
PO Box 1434
Kilauea, HI 96754
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai’i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Paul Campbell
13-1342 Malama
Pahoa, HI 96778
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, PLEASE RESTORE WATER TO EAST MAUI KO'OLAU. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Nicole Hao
135 Waimaluhia Lane #102
Wailuku, HI 96793
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai'i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

kaniloa kamaunu
222 Waihee Valley Road
Wailuku, HI 96793
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kimberly L. Ramos
481 Trinidad Street
Morro Bay, CA 93442
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma, 
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Felicia Waialae
94 207 Waipahu Stree
306
Waipahu, HI 96797
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

My name is Walter Ritte from the Island o Molokai. The water must be brought back into the rivers. Our islands must be made sustainable. Bad mistakes must be corrected, a few grabbing the water is unsustainable for our future.

We all know what is pono, we now need the strength to do the right thing and correct generations of doing it wrong. The taro farmers must have top priority, and our rivers be allowed to come back to life. A sustainable island is why this commission was formed, protect our water not jobs. Walter Ritte

walter ritte
PO Box 486
kaunakakai, HI 96748
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Michele McKay
PO Box 11794
Honolulu, HI 96828
September 22, 2008

Commission on Water Resources Management
1151 Punchbowl Street
Room 227
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813

To The Members Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am a student at Hana High School and I have some concerns about East Maui Irrigation taking too much water from East Maui Streams. Being that I’m from the eastern part of Maui I am able to witness first hand, the water in our streams decreasing slowly, but surely. I’ve done research and I know that EMI is taking too much water from our streams because part of the water that EMI takes is stored in reservoirs. EMI having to store the water in reservoirs proves their taking more than what they need! They are taking water just to make money. And while they are enjoying themselves, we are the ones who have to suffer. This issue isn’t only disrupting taro farmers but its killing our ecosystem, and the culture that Hawai‘i is known so well for. The taro is very important to Hawaii’s culture and without water flow they will slowly diminish into nothing. Fresh water fish are dying because of not being able to adjust to the dramatic change in their environment. Our culture consists of animals and plants in which EMI is harming because of their carelessness to think of others. If EMI continues to do this changes that can’t be undone will be made. Then when it is too late they will regret there wrong doings.

Respectively,
Pua Kaikala

Want to do more with Windows Live? Learn “10 hidden secrets” from Jamie. Learn Now
To: Members, Commission on Water Resource Management

Ano ai kealoha. My name is Michael Howden. I am a member of the Maui County Board of Water Supply, and am presently working as an acupuncturist at the Kula Hospital and Clinic. In addition, I have worked with sustainable agricultural design, as a Permaculture Designer, for close to thirty years. I was also haumana with Papa Henry 'Auwae in la'au lapa'a'u. Because wherever I have lived on Maui, first in Kaupo, then later in 'Ulupalakua, water has been the primary issue to secure continued habitation and nourishment, I have ended up studying a wide range of water issues in Hawai'i for nearly forty years.

My understanding is that the issue of the diversions of East Maui Stream waters by HC&S/EMI for its own use and that of its beneficiaries, is foundationally an issue of social justice, and that the rights to the use of these waters by those resident within their area of origin are guaranteed by the Hawaii State Constitution and confirmed by Hawai'i State Supreme Court rulings.

The problem seems to be that these rights were not able to be exercised by Na Kua'aina, by the traditional Hawaiian subsistence farmers, gatherers and fisherman, of East Maui. The social and economic conditions of those times were antithetical to the exercise of basic human rights, especially as a native people. Soon thereafter, immigrant laborers were to experience much the same racism and economic domination, almost a feudal system based on class and race.

It has been disheartening to see the unions who, throughout the largely class struggle to organize and help the workers, were oppressed in much the same manner as present-day Hawaiians, withholding their support and sometimes actually demonstrating against equitable distribution of the East Maui waters.

There is one other point that I especially would like to make: that excessive withdrawal of stream waters from East Maui, is slowly but inexorably leading to the deterioration of the East Maui Watershed. Much too much water is taken from the watershed.
Management seems piecemeal and is certainly considerably underfunded. Exotic species such as eucalyptus which hinder adequate percolation of storm water into the soil, need to be harvested and replaced with more appropriate native species.

And for the health of our near shore waters, the streams need to flow again. For the renewal and enhanced health of our watershed, the streams need to flow again. And for the health and well-being of our native peoples, Na Kanaka Maoli, the streams need to flow again.

Please follow our laws, and set instream flow standards supported by community members, to facilitate the traditional and customary use of instream waters for kalo cultivation, gathering and renewal of nearshore fisheries.

Thank you, Michael S. Howden, L.Ac.
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* **Priority:** Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* **EMI** has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* **Place** the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* **Restore** this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* **Taro farmers** cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* **Please** uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Britany M.K.M. Edwards
89-125 Mano Ave.
Wai'anae, HI 96792
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Alea Schechter
1777 Ala Moana Blvd. #813
Honolulu, HI 96815
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Charlie Kirchner
11 Mahaolu St
D-106
Kahului, HI 96732
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lillian Ululani Harwood
29 W Southern
#25
Mesa, AZ 85210
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lori Treschuk
did not give address
Honolulu, HI 96819
265–1999
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Marcia McDuffie
5691 1/2 San Pablo Dam Road
Martinez, CA 94553-2406
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Frances M Kalaola
P. O. Box 82
Hana, HI 96713
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,  
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I support the taro farmers as my great-grandfather John David Kapaku, and great-great grandfather John Jon Kapaku grew and harvested taro in Waiehu-Waihee, Kahakuloa and Honokohau Valley. My great-grandfather's name is mentioned in the books Sites of Maui under the district of Kaanapali (Honokohau area).

We need to restore the lo'i kalo...to bring the Hawaiian culture's identity back to the kanaka maoli. We are called the "host culture" but have not hosted anything since the illegal overthrow of 1893.

Do your job and quit pandering to corporate institutions. The makaai'nana were the feet, toes, ankles, legs of the community. Without them, a kingdom cannot stand.

David Kapaku  
PO Box 11888  
Lahaina, HI 96761
Members Commission on Water Resources Management,  
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

TARO IS MORE VALUABLE TO MAUI THAN SUGAR!
Let my Rivers flow – Akua, Life is perpetuated in righteousness.
The rest you know.
I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

David Lee
piahi rd
Haiku, HI 96708
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma, 
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Peter Sanderson
Project Manager
1539 Range Ave # 3
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jeff Sacher
PO Box 44910
Kamuela, HI 96743
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedence over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mel S Stephen Stark
795 Lake Holiday Drive
Sandwich, IL 605489318
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Davin Yokomori
3045 Ala Napuaa Place
Unit #1317
Honolulu, HI 96818
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who are requesting restoration of the water to East Maui Koolau.

The preservation of traditional Hawaiian culture including farming, and the preservation of Hawaii's healthy ecosystems is necessary for the preservation of Hawaii itself. It is of benefit to all residents of Maui and it is of benefit to residents of all the Hawaiian Islands. In addition, it is of benefit to all who visit the islands.

The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced.

Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Please legislate for -- and not against -- Hawaii.

Robin Stetson
RR4, Box 2333
Pahoa, HI 96778
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Clarence Ching
64-823 Mamalahoa Highway
Kamuela, HI 96743
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

James Gibson
1057 Haiku Rd.
Haiku, HI 96708
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Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lehua Gibson
1057 Haiku Rd.
Haiku, HI 96708
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Tracy Falite
67 Hoonani St.
Kihei,, HI 96753
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

Aloha ʻaina. I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ʻaina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawaiʻi Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

pete shimazaki doktor
2002J Hunnewell Street
1335B 9th Street
Honolulu, HI 96822-2182

943-8484
Members Commission on Water Resources Mau,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Larry Dean
66 Krattiger Ct
West Milford, NJ 07480
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma, 
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Maureen Dean
66 Krattiger Court
West Milford, NJ 07480
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Carolyn Moore
5402 E. McKellips Rd., #289
Mesa, AZ 85215
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ‘ea o ka ‘aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Jessalynn Jones
2947 Grizzly Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Shaawn Kurihara
96-1403 Waihona pl.
pearl City , HI 96782
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Nancy Davlantes
5983 Sugarbush Lane
Greendale, WI 53129
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Cynthia Kahaulani Sablas
577-A Pohaku St.
Kahului, HI 96732
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Rachael Hawkins
76-343 Wana St
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

MILILANI KRAUSE
HA'O'U RD.
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Nadine Newlight
1464/207 Lower Main Street
Wailuku, HI 96793
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Ravi Grover
POB 802103
Chicago, IL 60680
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kamuo'okalani Kahalehau
654 Kalakaua st.
wailuku, HI 96793
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,  
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Dexter Kaiama  
735 Bishop Street, Suite 419  
Honolulu, HI 96813
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

kahele kualaau
609 akakuu st.
wailuku, HI 96793
Members, Commission on Water Resources Management  
1151 Punchbowl Street  
Room 227  
Honolulu, Hawai`i 96813  
FAX (808) 587-0219  

September 23, 2008  

Dear Commissioners,

I am writing to plead with you to vote in favor of restoring water to east Maui streams for the health of the aina and for the farmers needing this precious resource, left to them by their ancestors.

Water is a gift from the heavens and should not be taken from one place to another at the sacrifice of the life and nature of the place where it naturally falls and flows.

We are trying to farm in Huelo and have no county water. We depend upon the rain and the natural flow of the mountain streams. Please return an ample amount to the people, the streams, taro and other farms in this area.

This is critical and we need your help.

Mahalo nui loa,

Cindy Biggers

Pali Uli Land, Haiku, Huelo, Maui

POBox 1059

Haiku, HI 96708
September 23, 2008

Members Commission on Water Resources Management
1151 Punchbowl Street, Room #227
Honolulu, HI 96813

Dear Members,

As a working farm, water is very important for our survival. So we ask that the water commission, at the Sept. 24th meeting, to amend the interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams.

As you are well aware, the law requires to commission to act in 180 days of the filing to amend the interim in-stream flow standards. Na Moku filed in 2001. It is time that the commission acts tomorrow!

Farmers cannot wait months, years, or even weeks for water. We need prompt action when we lose water to divergence by EMI. EMI has been diverting water with State permission for over 100 years without regard for taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers. The burden falls on EMI to demonstrate how they use the water that it diverts, and that it’s diversions do not harm those with superior water rights, which are the farmers.

The restoration of this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian tradition and customs, as protected by the Hawaii constitution and the public trust is vital to insuring that the rights of the Hawaiians are protected.

We ask that you uphold the law and not cater to the political / economic arguments of EMI.

Sincerely,

Michael D'Addario,
Owner/Manager
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,  
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kamalei Valentine  
611 Kaumuali'i st.  
Wailuku, HI 96793
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Kyle Elizares
64 Wailani
Wailuku, HI 96793
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,  
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Demelza Costa  
28626 Ridgeway Rd.  
Sweet Home, OR 97386
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai‘i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Renee Segundo
738 Pala Circle
Kahului, HI 96732
September 22, 2008

Commission on Water Resource Management

1151 Punchbowl St., Rm 227

Honolulu, HI 96813

Dear Members of the Commission on Water Resources Management

I am a sophomore at Hana High School and have researched the contested court case between East Maui Taro Farmers and East Maui Irrigation. In my English class we looked over the facts and I personally think that the choice chosen was not fair. It would be fair though if the Water Commission to return the stream flow back to its natural state. There are other ways for Residents who are in need of clean water. The different possibilities are those like having a water tank and collect rain and then ration the water to different families.

My goal for the water flow is that it will return to its natural flow and not diverted so people can waste it and not understand the value of water. Water is one of the main things we need to survive. You can hardly find any food or drink that doesn’t include water as an ingredient. Water is a source of life. Every culture was born around water. Another reason why the water should be returned is because we need to preserve what we have now. Fishes are dying, and reefs are dying also. Make that native fish. Native fish like the
“Hinana” travel upstream to breed and lay egg’s and then later their offspring will gently float back down and live in the ocean until they too will travel up and lay their egg’s and a cycle will continue. The whole balance of life in the ocean is thrown off because of the loss of a valuable life source. Also another reason is because the Taro farmers make their living off of growing and caring for their Kalo. They have only 3 million gallons while the E.M.I takes about 160 million gallons a day to use for sugarcane. There are different ways to water the crops for example, there could be a solution by using and desalinating ocean water and use the salt water which would also in a way help the global warming. It would help because they would be taking salt water and would stop the oceans from rising. We also need to preserve our Hawaiian Culture because so much was lost and now we need to save it as much as we can and try and learn the rest. So that’s my two cents about the Stream flow and why it should be restored.

Sincerely, Casey Morondos
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September 23, 2008

To: Members of the Commission on Water Resource Management
1151 Punchbowl Street Room 327
Honolulu, HI 96813
ph 808-587-0214
tax 808-587-0219

Re: Water Commission Meeting to Restore Flow to East Mala Streams

From: Chris Kobayashi
PO Box 135
Hanalei, HI 96714
808-826-7836

Aloha to the Members of the Water Commission

I am a taro farmer. My family has farmed taro for over 60 years in Hanalei. You cannot grow taro or any living thing without water. We know that. To grow healthy and good quality taro, you need sufficient cool water. Without the water, if the taro ever grows, the taro gets "lohi" - the starch - juide - cannot make poi with that.

Throughout the state, consumers and makers are all varying for poi. There always seems to be a poi shortage.
In the lands in Wai'anae had water, there
would be a greater production of taro in the state
feeling families, communities and the state

I find it heartwarming to see the taro loi in
Wai'anae without water, without Kalo
growing, the soil is all cracked. It is
a crying shame that EMI has continuously
diverted waters. It is appalling that nothing
has been done since Na Maku filed a petition
to amend an interim flow standard in 2001.
It is an injustice and embarrassment that
the Water Commission did not respond and
act in 180 days, which is required by law.
Now, 7 years later, you are considering this
matter. I guess, better late than never.
So now is your chance to make it right.

If we want to see our state become
sustainable in these uncertain times,
water for production & food must be
considered first. That includes taro farmers
and subsistence gatherers who depend on
aquatic life in the streams and the ocean.

The rights of taro farmers and subsistence gatherers
must be respected, honored and protected. I would
think this is what the Water Commission is
entrusted to do. Please ACT NOW and Release
and Restore Water back to all Streams.
It is time to make things right!

Aloha & Mahalo, Chris Kiyaksti
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Mary Stone
2363 Pu'u Road #3A
Kalaheo, HI 96741
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. I feel the taro farmers of east Maui needs to be given their water back. Growing taro is apart of our culture. Weather the water was taken illegally or legally it doesn't matter. This is Hawaii and one day, out of no where, we could lose manufacturing services from the outside. It's already expensive living here in Hawaii. It seems like back in the days when Hawaiians were treated unfairly, I mean Hawaiians couldn't even speak their own language. Water shouldn't be a problem in Hawaii. The economy is down right now and there aren't many jobs available. People grow taro to make a living to support there families and taro is used to feed the families of Hawaii.

Brittany Neizman
Po Box 1511
Wailuku, HI 96793
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke `ea o ka `aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Lisa M Lisa_Galloway
1776 University Ave
Honolulu, HI 96822
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Tim Brause
350 Ward Ave.
Suite 106-92
Honolulu, HI 96814

Aloha e Ken Kawahara,

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) is in receipt of the above-mentioned letter dated September 18, 2008. Given that OHA received that letter only yesterday, it has not had adequate time to completely review and analyze the 64-page staff recommendation on the interim instream flow standards ("IIFSS") for eight East Maui streams. Although OHA would prefer to have sufficient time to offer more thoughtful consideration of such a complex and important action, it has the following comments based on its preliminary review.

In our June 10, 2008 comment letter on the same subject we said:

OHA understands that the IFSAR (Instream Flow Standard Assessment Report) is a compilation of the hydrology, instream uses, and noninstream uses related to a specific stream and its respective surface water hydrologic unit.\(^1\) As such we respect that this is inherently a complex undertaking; however, we urge that Native Hawaiian rights relating to water be given their proper weight in this report. (emphasis added)

OHA understands that CWRM defines an IFS as a quantity of flow of water or depth of water which is required to be present at a specific location in a stream at certain specified times of the year to protect fishery, wildlife, recreational, aesthetic, scenic, and other beneficial instream uses.\(^2\) We further

---


request that CWRM consider re-defining this to include Native Hawaiian uses that are a part of the policies and constitution of this state, ratified and elaborated upon by law, and are a part of the very water code itself. (emphasis added)

OHA takes this opportunity to respectfully remind the Commission that the public trust doctrine deems “Native Hawaiian and traditional and customary rights” as public trust purposes. Additionally, the Hawai‘i Constitution, article XII, section 7 “places an affirmative duty on the State and its agencies to preserve and protect traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights, and confers upon the State and its agencies the power to protect these rights and to prevent any interference with the exercise of these rights.” Also, the very State Water Code itself requires that: “adequate provision shall be made for the protection of traditional and customary Hawaiian rights.”

OHA urges that these long-decided laws and regulations not be given short shrift. The staff submittal on page 11 sees these rights and states, “Appurtenant rights of taro growers are public trust purposes recognized by the Code and respected as the highest form of protection.” The rights have been put into Native Hawaiian hands, but their wrists have been bound in application. This case and other contemporary ones like it are examples of this struggle. There needs to be a thorough analysis of the burden that has been placed at the feet of Native Hawaiians.

In the Kuleana Act of 1850 (originally known as Enactment of Further Principles) maka‘āinana were to file claims with the Land Commission but only for the acreage that they were currently cultivating (excluding land that was normally cultivated but was put into rotation), plus an additional quarter acre for a house. OHA notes that the applicant had to arrange and pay for a survey, and have two witnesses validate the petition before the short period of time expired to file and prove their claim. The inevitable result was that despite the fact that the maka‘āinana were to receive one-third of the lands (see, Principles Adopted by the Commission and Legislature, 2 Revised Laws of Hawai‘i, 2124), only about three percent of the claimants received awards of more than ten acres of land. Less than one percent of Hawai‘i’s land area was awarded to the maka‘āinana.

Today, the Commission on Water Resources Management is continuing this sad and unfortunate history by seeming to shift from Native Hawaiians actually having legally defined and clear rights to having to prove them or prove harm to them. Pursuant to the constitution, the
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3 In re Waiahole Ditch Combined Contested Case Hearing, 94 Haw. at 137, 9 P.3d at 449.
5 See, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) section 174C-2.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid. at 48.
9 Ibid.
public trust doctrine and the State Water Code, it is impermissible for the Commission to shift
the burden onto the individual rightsholders to prove harm to their protected rights, relieving the
diversers and the Commission itself of any obligation to justify offstream diversions and
affirmatively protect Native Hawaiian rights. The staff’s “general recommendations” throughout
the submittal and on page 63 require a party negatively affected by either the Commission’s IIFS
or a third party’s actions in failing to abide by the IIFS to monitor and document the harm to
their protected rights, then return to the staff and prove their harm. OHA objects to any
requirement that changes the current burden on the diverter and the Commission to prove the
lack of harm into one that requires OHA’s beneficiaries and other water users to prove harm.

The language on page 63, for example creates additional burdens for injured parties. It
does so without specific definition of what needs to be shown. OHA understands that the
Commission needs to see some level of harm. We ask that they clarify or provide an example of
the type of data and monitoring they have in mind so that we can properly assess its impact to
our beneficiaries.

As a participant in the Na Wai `Eha contested case hearing, OHA recognizes that the
action on the petition to amend the IIFS for the East Maui streams represents an attempt to
establish a different and more efficient process for determining IIFSs to protect Hawaii’s
streams. OHA appreciates the staff’s recognition that the public trust doctrine and the State
Water Code require protective IIFSs to be established at a greater rate than has been the case to
date, and applauds the efforts to increase the rate at which streams are afforded the protections
mandated by law. Although the process for establishing IIFSs needs to be accelerated, however,
OHA has concerns that the present process may have the effect of shifting an impermissible
burden to the proponents of stream flow restoration, and may also eliminate the judicial review
that has proven so critical in outlining the Commission’s duties under the public trust doctrine.

OHA understands that the Commission is in a difficult position as well. However, the
requirements that you have set are effectively too high a bar for Native Hawaiians to reasonably
pass. For example, the Commission asks of applicants with unproven appurtenant rights to
provide a certificate of search, title report or a chain of title for their parcel. OHA appreciates
that the Commission needs some evidence; however, this is can be quite burdensome and
expensive and without providing some mechanism to facilitate Native Hawaiian applicants to
meet this bar, it becomes prohibitive. The issue is not having a bar, but how difficult it is.
Therefore, OHA takes this opportunity to suggest that the Commission provide a mechanism to
facilitate Native Hawaiian applicants to meet this bar. OHA has some suggestions and ideas in
this matter and should the Commission wish to further discuss this we would gladly do so.

OHA also understands that this submittal proposes to increase the instream flow standard
(IIFS) for these streams due to biological considerations. OHA urges that the Commission also
make assignments due to the Native Hawaiian stream uses and rights that even the Commission
acknowledges exist. To assume (as the Rationale for Interim IFS B section does on page 35) that
because flow is restored to 50 percent of the natural base flow that will be enough to
accommodate habitat and downstream users without at all quantifying them is wrong and potentially harmful.

The likelihood that kuleana users would be harmed by some or all of the IIFSs is substantial. Indeed, in some cases, it appears that the recommended IIFS could result in less water in the streams rather than flow restoration. Although the stated rationale for the proposed IIFSs starts, in each case, with the median base flow value, only total flow can be measured. The proposed IIFSs, therefore, presumably represent the minimum total flow (as opposed to base flow) at the identified points in the streams. It is not at all clear that the proposed IIFSs will result in any increase in the total flow at certain stream locations.

In Pahauhulu Stream, for example, although the recommended IIFS is intended to be more than the median base flow, it is significantly less than the median total flow, which is the water that is actually in the stream. Currently, even under diverted conditions, there is 7.6 cfs or more present in the stream fifty percent of the time at the location of proposed IIFS B. Under the staff’s recommendation, there need only be 5.5 cfs present at any time. In other words, more than half of the time there could potentially be less water in the stream under the recommended IIFS than is currently the case. In other streams, such as Hanahoi and Huelo Streams, it is impossible to determine whether the recommended IIFS would represent more or less than the current diverted flows, because there is no data regarding the diverted flows. Because the IIFS represents the total flow in the stream at a given location, base flow, which is a mathematically derived component of total flow, is not a helpful concept under these circumstances and appears to have caused confusion.

OHA notes that the Commission asks injured parties to monitor and provide data to the Commission to demonstrate harm. The Court has made clear that water diverters and the Commission bear the “burden of establishing that the proposed use will not interfere with any public trust purposes.”  

The burden on the diverters and Commission includes an obligation “to demonstrate affirmatively that the [diversion] would not affect [trust purposes]; in other words, the absence of evidence that the proposed use would affect [trust purposes] was insufficient to meet the burden imposed . . . by the public trust doctrine, the Hawai’i Constitution, and the Code.”

The staff submittal on page 45 recognizes that a balance must be struck when it states, “Therefore, an interim IFS cannot be proposed without balancing the importance of stream biota with other instream and noninstream uses.” Native Hawaiian users and uses must not only be
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10 In re Wai‘ola o Moloka‘i, Inc., 103 Haw. 401, 442, 83 P.3d 664, 705 (2004) (emphasis added); see also (Waiahole), 94 Haw. at 143, 9 P.3d at 455 (quoting Robinson v. Ariyoshi, 63 Haw. 641, 649 n.8, 658 P.2d 287, 295 n.8 (1982) (“The burden of demonstrating that any transfer of water was not injurious to the rights of others rested wholly upon those seeking the transfer.”); see also Reppun, 65 Haw. at 554, 656 P.2d at 72 (the “continuing use of the waters of the stream by the wrongful diversion should be contingent upon a demonstration that such use will not harm the established rights of others”)  
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balanced with other important concerns, they have an acknowledged priority. This submittal is out of balance in this respect.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you have further questions, please contact Grant Arnold by phone at (808) 594-0263 or e-mail him at granta@oha.org.

‘O wau iho nō me ka ‘oia‘iʻo,

Clyde/W. Nāmuʻo
Administrator

C: OHA Maui CRC Office
Members Commission on Water Resources Ma,  
Department of Land & Natural Resources

Dear Members, Commission on Water Resources Management,

I am writing in support of the taro farmers and families of East Maui who have suffered too long with insufficient water in their streams. On behalf of the severely distressed communities, native ecosystems, watershed flora and fauna, from mauka to makai, please restore the water to East Maui Koolau. The legal rights that are designed to protect and perpetuate traditional Hawaiian customs, environmental stewardship and sustainable agriculture in Hawaii must be fully and properly enforced. Ua mau ke ?ea o ka ?aina i ka pono.

At the September 24, 2008 meeting on Maui please consider the following:

* Priority: Please ACT NOW to amend interim in-stream flow standards so that water is allowed to naturally flow again in the streams. The law requires the Commission to act in 180 days of the filing of a petition to amend an interim in-stream flow standard. Na Moku filed its petition in 2001. The Commission must act now.

* EMI has diverted this water with state permission for over a century without regard for protecting the superior water rights of taro farmers and traditional subsistence gatherers and fishermen.

* Place the burden on EMI to demonstrate how it is using the water it diverts and that its diversions do NOT harm the interests of those with superior rights to water, which traditional taro farmers and subsistence gatherers have under the Hawaii constitution.

* Restore this resource for the continuation of Hawaiian traditions and customs, as protected under the Hawai`i Constitution and the public trust. This is vital to assuring that the cultural rights of Hawaiians are protected.

* Taro farmers cannot wait years, months, or even weeks for water. They need prompt action when they lose water to diversions by EMI.

* Please uphold the law and not cater to the political and economic arguments of the diverter.

Please have consideration for the unique and fragile resources of the East Maui watershed and communities. Please ACT NOW to correct the many years of catastrophic mismanagement of such a vital public trust resource as water. Upholding the state constitution must take precedent over protecting corporate self-interests.

Diana Evans  
16220 N 7th St #1237  
Phoenix, AZ 85022